“Despite a growing culture of sleep issues in the UK, a reluctance to reach for OTC sleep aids remains; growth of the category has been compounded by developments in the tech arena as well as a preference for making lifestyle adjustments over seeking remedies.”

– Hera Crossan, Personal Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- Challenging the view of sleep as an 'expendable commodity'
- Boosting usage of OTC sleep aids

Valued at £50 million in 2016, the OTC sleep aids category is expected to see limited growth in 2017 (£51 million) as it comes under increasing pressure from advances in and availability of sleep tracking devices and consumer preference for making lifestyle changes over reaching for remedies.

However, a significant proportion of UK adults are not achieving the recommended number of sleep hours each day, with a laissez-faire attitude towards getting enough shut-eye potentially storing up both physical and mental health issues in future. Campaigns to promote sleep above that of an expendable commodity are crucial, alongside expert advice on how best to achieve this, potentially boosting interest and take-up of OTC sleep aids.
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The Market – What You Need to Know

- Market value of OTC sleep aids plateaus
- Decline in 25-34s presents challenges
Employment levels rise...
...as does stress
Declining birth rate means reduction in sleep-deprived parents

Market Size and Forecast

Market value of OTC sleep aids plateaus
Figure 10: UK retail value sales of OTC sleep aids, at current and constant prices, 2012-22
Slow growth to 2022
Figure 11: Best- and worst-case forecast of UK value sales of OTC sleep aids, 2012-22
Forecast methodology

Market Drivers

Decline in 25-34s present challenges
Figure 12: Trends in the age structure of the UK population, 2012-22
Employment levels rise...
Figure 13: Employment and unemployment, by gender, 2011-21
...as does stress
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Prescription sleeping pills takes bite out of OTC sleep aids market
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Nytol dominates OTC sleep aids in terms of value...
...thanks to high levels of NPD and advertising expenditure
OTC sleep aid launches limited in small category
Innovations in digital sleep tracking
Recorded adspend in decline
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Nytol dominates sales of OTC sleep aids
Figure 19: Retail value sales of OTC sleep aids, by brand, years ending August 2016 and 2017
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OTC sleep aids

Product launches limited in small category...
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Sleep-positioned BPC products gain momentum
- Figure 28: New product launches in the BPC sector with pro-sleep claims, 2017

Lush’s Sleepy body lotion goes viral
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Recorded adspend declines
- Figure 34: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on sleep aid products*, January 2014 - September 2017

Omega Pharma and G.R. Lanes Health Products dominate spend
- Figure 35: Recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure on sleep aid products*, by leading companies and other, January 2014 - September 2017
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know

Number of hours slept points to sleep deprivation issues

‘Winding down’ pre-sleep activities seen as positive

Building awareness of the impact of activities on sleep

Aromatherapy products hold most appeal

Low frequency of use amongst users

Almost half ‘would try anything’

Lack of opinion on sleep aids

Sleep Hours

Number of hours slept points to sleep deprivation issues
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Impacts of Pre-Sleep Routines
- ‘Winding down’ pre-sleep activities seen as positive
- Mindfulness as a pre-sleep routine
  - Building awareness of the impact of activities on sleep

Sleep Aid Usage and Interest
- Sleep aid usage and interest is low
  - Aromatherapy products hold most appeal
  - Under-35s most likely to reach for sleep aids
  - Low frequency of use amongst users

Behaviours around Sleep
- Almost half ‘would try anything’

Attitudes towards Sleep and Sleep Aids
- Attitudes to sleep mismatch with actual behaviour
  - Challenging common misconceptions
  - Lack of opinion on sleep aids
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